OFFICIAL FANTASY LEAGUE BOARDGAME
OF THE SWEDISH FOOTBALL LEAGUE
SPELET OM ALLSVENSKAN (”The Allsvenskan Game”) is a casual strategy game themed for the
professional league for men’s association football, Allsvenskan. Released in October 2022.
UNIQUE SELLING POINTS
- All official teams, including Malmö FF, IFK Göteborg, Hammarby IF and more.
40% of the Swedish population root for one of the national clubs included in the game.
- All 16 teams have different skill sets and abillities, based on their national ranking . Teams can
be replaced to fit any European professional football league and their respective clubs.
- Yearly editions, or expansions, of the game can be released by simply replacing a few cards
and markers.
- Unique ’Catch The Leader’ game mechanic ensures no team is a sure winner/loser early on.
- Fast and fun gameplay where players make their move simultaneous.
No idle waiting for your turn.
- No knowledge of football required . The game contains no football trivia questions.

Coach your favorite team
In SPELET OM ALLSVENSKAN 2 - 4 players coach their favorite team through a league season
from a roster of 16 official Swedish professional clubs.
End or pause a season at will
Average playtime is 90 - 180 minutes, but players can choose to end a season at any time, or
pause mid-season, place all components in the box, and easily set the game up and continue.
Players can even leave mid-season, permanently or temporarily, and let an ”AI” take over their
team without breaking up gameplay for the rest of the group.
Simple rules, tricky choices
The base rules are easy to learn, but require cunning and diplomacy . Each player places two
cards on a match not involving their team. The first symbol on each card represents the scoring chances in that match, and the second symbol represents the scoring chances in your own
match. By placing cards strategically, you must try to win your own matches as well as make
your opponents lose theirs.
Emergent gameplay
Further into the season, more options are added that will let players modify the outcome of
cards played. This builds further tension throughout the season.
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